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                      Central Building


                      It is the core of community life at Ciudad Patricia. The reception area, restaurant, beauty centre, and some of our main services are located here.
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                      Iris Building


                      Iris, completed in 2018, offers 15 apartments built to luxury quality standards. It is located just 50 metres from the Central Building.
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                      Gardenia Building


                      Gardenia is located right across from the Central Building, allowing you to enjoy all the facilities that are just a stone’s throw away from your apartment.
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                      Hortensia Building


                      At Hortensia, you can enjoy two worlds: the vibrant bustle of the city and the peaceful and relaxing atmosphere of the adjacent pine forest.
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                      Flora Building


                      Flora, our tallest building, boasts stunning panoramic views of the valley, the mountains, and the resort.
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                      Elisa Building


                      Elisa is located in a tranquil setting near the Central Building, indoor pool, fully equipped gym, and hobby room.
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                      Heated Swimming Pool


                      We have an indoor swimming pool that you can enjoy all year round, whether you would like to exercise or have a moment of relaxation.
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                      Swimming pools


                      We have several swimming pools at the resort where you can swim, cool off, or simply relax and enjoy the healthy climate of the Costa Blanca.
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                      Swimming Pools


                      We have several swimming pools at the resort where you can swim, cool off, or simply relax and enjoy the healthy climate of the Costa Blanca.
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                      Restaurant


                      Discover the delicious and healthy menu at the resort’s restaurant, and have an unforgettable time at its bar, in the dining area, or at its outdoor terrace.
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                      Indoor Pool


                      We have several swimming pools in the complex, where you can swim, cool off, or simply relax and enjoy the healthy climate of the Costa Blanca.
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                      Reception


                      In the Central Building, our staff are available to assist and help you with whatever you may need.
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